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iUniverse, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.Something evil is lurking in the Pinelands. The lakes and springs are
drying up, and scores of animals are falling ill with a mysterious disease. Roused by the possibility
of a real catastrophe, LeRoy Thadeus-the alligator judge of all the swamp and streams-and an
unlikely band of compatriots leave the safety of their homes and dens to investigate. It is a perilous
journey for Judge LeRoy, his raccoon bailiff Bullbore, Javier Ortiz the marsh rabbit, Bobby Lee the
bobcat, and an osprey messenger called Screech, as they travel along forgotten paths through
wildfires and strange countries to reach the fabled headwaters of the Pinelands. The echoes of an
ancient war are heard when the animals discover a threat that is determined to settle an old score.
Danger lurks around every turn, and the lives of free animals everywhere hang in the balance as
Judge LeRoy and his companions unite to save their world from destruction. An engrossing world
stocked with vivid characters . and an often frightening realism . with an environmentalist bite. -
Kirkus Discoveries.
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Very beneficial to all category of folks. We have study and that i am sure that i will planning to go through yet again again in the future. Its been printed in
an extremely straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where actually changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Emmett Mann-- Emmett Mann

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just quickly can get a satisfaction of
looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexandra Weissnat-- Alexandra Weissnat
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